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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to extend several results in the theory of generalized 
rational approximation. Let X be a compact space and for f ~ C(X)  define 
Ilfll ~ max{Jf(x)l : x E X}. 
Suppose that P and Q are two finite-dimensional subspaces of C(X). Then, in gener- 
alized rational approximation, one is interested in approximating an fe  C(X) by a 
function of the form r = p/q wherep ~ P, q e Q, and q > 0 on X. 
The problem that we wish to consider in this paper is that of approximating a 
funct ionf  by a k-point osculating rational function. To be specific, let X be a closed 
subset of the closed interval [a, b], {Ya,.--, Yk} a fixed set of k points in X, {m a ..... mk) 
k 
a set of positive integers with m* = ~2i=1 mi, and s = maxi {m, - -  1}. Suppose P 
and Q are two finite-dimensional subspaces of Cs(X). We define the set R to be 
R = {r =p/q  :pEP ,  q~Q,  q > 0 on x},  
and fo r f~ C*(X) we define the set R( f )  to be 
R( f )  = {r ~ R : r(S)(yi) = ff~)(Yi), j = 0 ..... mi -- 1, i = 1 ..... k.} 
Then we are interested in finding a best approximation to an f~  C~(X) from the set 
R(f) .  For f~ Cs(X) we define 
Ilfll ---- max{If(x)l : x ~ X} 
and we call r* ~ R( f )  a best approximation to f f rom R( f )  iff 
IIf - r* II ~ inf{llf - -  r II " r e R(f)}. 
* The results of this paper are contained in the author's doctoral thesis written under the 
direction of Professor Henry L. Loeb at the University of Oregon. The research was supported 
in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. GP-18609. 
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Elements of R( f )  are called osculating rational functions and we refer to the problem 
of finding an r e R such that 
r(~)(yt) = f(~)(yi), j = 0,..., mi -- 1, i = I,..., k, 
as k-point osculatory rational interpolation of a functionf. 
Certain notations and assumptions will be used throughout this paper. For a fixed 
r ~ R, we write P + rQ to denote the subspace {p + rq : p ~ P, q ~ Q} and we define 
S(r) to be 
S(r) = {h ~ P q- rQ : h(~}(yi) = O, j = 0,..., m i - 1, i = 1,..., k.) 
We note that P + rQ is a subspace of C'(X) of dimension at most dim P + dim Q - 1 
and that S(r) is a subspace of P + rQ, for r ~ R. I f  X is a finite-dimensional subspace 
of C~(X) with a basis {gl ,-.-, g~}, then for x e X, k denotes the vector 
= (gl(x),..., g,(x)), 
and if Y is a subset of X and ~ is a real-valued function defined on Y, then 
H{~(y) ~ : y ~ Y) denotes the convex hull of the vectors ~(y)~ ~ E n, for y ~ Y. I f  
fE  Cs(X) and r ~ R(f) ,  we define the set X(r) to be 
X(r) = (x ~ X :  If(x) --  r(x)l = [ I f -  r II}. 
We call f -  r the error curve and X(r) the critical set for r. Finally, we assume that 
m* ~ dim P and that X has at least dim P + dim Q - m* q- k elements. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION 
In the case of ordinary rational approximation, we know that for each f~  C[a, b] 
there exists a best approximation to f from 
Rmn[a, b] = {r = p/q :pc  P ,  , q 6 P,~ , q > 0 on [a, b]}, 
where Pn denotes the set of all algebraic polynomials of degree ~ n. It has been 
pointed out in Ref. [12] that in the case of ordinary interpolation (max m i = 1) we 
do not have existence in the setting of R,,~[a, hi. However, we can obtain a charac- 
terization of best approximations similar to the case of ordinary generalized rational 
approximation. 
Suppose f ~ Cs(X) and r, r* ~ R(f) ,  where r = p/q. Then r*(~)(yi) ~ (P/q)(J)(Yi), 
j -~ 0,..., m~ -- 1, i = 1 ..... k. Let h = p -- r*q. A frequent question in the sequel is 
whether or not h~S(r*) ,  i.e., is (p--r*q)(Jl(y~) =P(~) (Y i ) -  (r*q)(~(Y~)= O, 
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j = 0,..., mi -- 1, i = 1,..., k ? The answer to this question is yes and follows as a 
result of the following lemma due to Salzer [18]. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
(P/q)(J)(Yi) = f{J)(Yi), 
At  points where q(Yi) is nonzero, the system 
j=O, . . . ,m i - - l ,  i= l , . . . , k ,  
j=O, . . . ,m i - -1 ,  i= l , . . . , k .  
is equivalent to 
P~)(Yi) = (Iq)CJ~(y3, 
Using this lemma and standard techniques, we can establish the following theorem 
on the characterization f best approximations, which is due to Cheney [4] in the case 
of generalized rational approximation and which was proved by Gilormini [8] in the 
case of ordinary interpolation. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f~Cs(X) ,  r* is a best approximation to f from R( f )  iff 
0 ~ H{a(x) ~ : x E X(r*)}, where a(x) = sgn(f(x) --  r*(x)), {gx(X) ..... ga(x)} is a basis 
for S(r*), and ~ = (el(x),..., ga(x)). 
In order to establish an alternation theorem in this setting of osculatory interpolation 
we will need the concept of an extended Haar subspace. Suppose H is a finite-dimen- 
sional subspace of C~-a[a, b], where d = dim H and v ~ d. H is called an extended 
Haar subspace of order v iff each nonzero element in H has at most d --  1 zeros in 
[a,b], counting multiple zeros in the following manner: (1) if f ( J ) (z)= O, 
j = 0,..., v --  1, we say that z is a zero of multiplicity v; (2) otherwise we say z is a 
zero of multiplicity m = min{j :f(J)(z) 5& 0 , j  = 0,..., v --  1). For example, the set 
of all algebraic polynomials of degree ~n,  Pn,  is an extended Haar subspace of order 
v = dim P ,  = n + 1 on any closed interval [a, b], and the set of all trigonometric 
polynomials of degree ~n, Tn, is an extended Haar subspace of order 
v = dim T~ = 2n + 1 on any interval of the form [a, a + 2~r). 
Also we may note here that if P + rQ, r ~ R, is an extended Haar subspace of order 
order v = max m~ + 1, then dim S(r) = dim(P + rQ) - m*. 
An alternate criterion for determining extended Haar subspaces is that given in 
Karlin and Studden, Ref. [11]. Suppose H is an extended Haar subspace of dimension 
and of order v. Let {gl ..... g,) be a basis for H and t 1 <~ t 2 <~ "" <~ tn be a given set 
of points in [a, b]. 
Define 
u.  ( 1,"',n ) = 
"t l  , " ' ,  tn" 
u,(tO "" ui(t.)], 
I ..(tx) ... u.(t.) 
where for fixed j , u~(t 3 = gr if tj_ 1 < tj, and ui(tj) = g~r)(tj) if tj_r = t~-r+l = 
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. . . .  t~, 1 ~< i ~< n. For example, suppose the first r + 1 of the t, are equal and the 
last two ti are equal, i.e., 
a ~ t I - -  - -  tr+ 1 < tr+ ~ ~ "'" ~ tn_ 1 = t~ ~ b. 
Then 
U* ( 1,..., n ] = gt(tl)."" g~r) ( t l )g l ( t r .  +~)'''gl(tn-1) gl. '(tn-1) 
\tl ' " "  tn] i gn(tl) g~)(tl) g,(t,+~) g,(t,_l) g,'(t,-x) I
Then it follows immediately that each nonzero element of H has at most n --  1 zeros 
in [a, b] counting multiplicities in the prescribed manner iff U *t 1 ...... ~ :# 0 for all 
~tx ..... ~n] 
choices of t, ~ [a, b], where equality occurs in groups of at most v consecutive t i .  
Also, we see that the definition of an extended Haar subspace of order one agrees with 
the classical definition of a Haar subspace. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose q ~ Cv-l[a, b] and q > 0 on [a, b]. Then H is an extended 
Haar subspace of order v iff qH is an extended Haar subspace of order v. 
Proof. The necessity follows immediately using Leibnitz' rule to expand (qh) Cj~, 
j = 0,..., m, where h ~ H. The sufficiency is established by induction on the order of 
the derivative, again using Leibnitz' rule. 
THEOREM 2.4. P~ + rPm is an extended Haar subspace of order 
v = dim(P~ + rPm) = 1 + max{n + ~q, m + Op}, r = p/q ~ R. 
Proof. It is well known that P~ + rP,~ is a Haar subspace of dimension 
1 + max{n + ~q, m + ap}. Thus, it follows by the previous lemma that Pn + rP, n 
is an extended Haar subspace of order v = I + max{n + Oq, m + ~p}. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let r* ~ Rm'~[a, b] and d* = dim(Pn + r*Pm). Then for any 
r ~ Rm~[a, b] different from r*, the function g = r -- r* has at most d* -- 1 zeros in 
[a, hi, counting multiple zeros in the prescribed manner. 
Before proceeding to the alternation theorem, we will first establish two technical 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose P + rQ is an extended Haar subspace of order v, 
v = max m, + 1, r ~ R. Let d = dim S(r) and {gl ,..., ga} be a basis for S(r). Then 
sgn O[x 1 ..... xi-1, zl , xi+l ,..., xa] = (--1) kli) sgn D[x 1 ,..., Xi_l , z 2 ,..., Xa], where k(i) 
denotes the sum of the multiplicities mj of the interpolating points yj which lie between 
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z 1 and  z2, a ~ x I < ""  < z i < ""  <~ x d ~ b, i = 1, 2, Zl :# z2, z, ~ y~for  a l l i ,  j ,  
and xi ~ yj  for all i, j .  
Proof. Define a function r by r = O[x 1 ,..., x i -1,  x, Xi+l ,..., xa], where 
gl(x l )""  gt(xi-x) gt(x) g l (x i+x) '"g l (xa)  ] 
D[x~ ,..., x~_~ , x, x~+~ ,..., xa] = gz(xi) "" g2(xj -1) g2(x) g~(x~+a) ... g2(x. a) [ 
I 
... g (x,_O g ix) l 
r ~ S(r) since r = 2' cigi(x), and ~b :7~ 0 since P + rQ is an extended Haar subspace 
of order v. Now, r =0,  j = 1 , . . . , i - - l , i+ l , . . . ,d  and r =0,  
j = 0,..., mi - -  1, i = 1,..., k. Therefore ~b has d --  1 + m* zeros counting multi- 
plicities in the prescribed manner, but because of the extended Haar condition, 
dim(P + rQ) = d + m*. Thus r has no more zeros than those already counted and so 
sgn r = (- -  1) k(i) sgn r 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose H is an extended Haar subspace of order v = max m i + 1, 
S = {h ~ H : h(~)(yi) = O, j = 0,..., m i - -  1, i = 1,..., k}, and {g~ ..... ga) is a basis 
for S. Let x o ~ x 1 < ... ~ xa be d + 1 points in [a, b] distinct f rom the interpolating 
points Yl  ..... Yk , and a o ,.- ,  Aa be d + 1 real numbers such that ] Ai] = 1, i = 0,..., d. 
Then, 0 ~ H{Ai~ i : i = 0,..., d} i f f  h,+ t = (--1)l+k(i)Ai, i ---- 0,..., d -- l, where h(i) 
denotes the sum of the multiplicities mi of the interpolating points y j  which lie between xi 
and xi+ 1 and s = (g~(x),..., ga(x)). 
Proof. By Caratheodory's theorem and the extended Haar condition, 0 ~ H{hi~i} 
~--~d+t 
iff there is a set of d + 1 points Xo,... , x a such that 0 = ~i=l  ~i~ixi with 0 i > O, 
i = 0,..., d, and ~ia=o 0 i = l .  
Solving for Xo we get 
d 
i=l 
Thus, by Cramer's Rule, we see that 
Similarly, 
Oi~i A 
Ooho xi" 
Oihi D[xt .... , X i _ l ,  XO, Xi+ 1 ,..., Xd] 
Ooho D[xl ,..., Xd] 
Oi+l~i+l __ D[xl ,..., x i -1 ,  x i ,  Xo ,  xi+2 ,..., Xd] 
OoAo D[xl ,..., Xa] 
D[xl ,..., x i -  1 , Xo , x i  , xi+2 ,..., Xd] 
O[xt ,..., xd] 
Therefore the result follows from the previous lemma. 
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Using Lemma 2.7, the result below, characterizing best approximations by alter- 
nations of the error curve, follows immediately. 
THEOREM 2.8. Suppose that P + rQ is an extended Haar subspace of order 
v = max m i + 1, r ~ R. Suppose further that d = dim S(r) and {gx ..... ga} is a basis 
for S(r). Then r is a best approximation to f ~ Cs(X) from R( f ) ,  r 5& f, iff there is a set 
o ld  + 1 points x o < ... < x a in X such that [f(x~) -- r(x,)t = Hi -  r][, i = 0 ..... d, 
and o(xi) = (--1)l+k")a(Xi+l), i ---- 0,..., d - -  1, where o(x) ---- sgn(f(x) - -  r(x)) and 
k(i) denotes the sum of the multiplicities m~ of the interpolating points yj which lie between 
xi and Xi+ 1 . 
We will close this section with a generalization f a theorem of de La Vallbe Poussin. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let f E Cs(X), r* ~ R( f ) .  Suppose P + r*Q is an extended Haar 
subspace of order v ---- max m i + 1, {gl ,-.., ga} is a basis for S(r*), andcr = sgn(f  - -  r*). 
I f  there exist d + l points x o < x 1< ... < x a in X such that o(xi):/=O and 
o(xi+a) = (--1)l+k(i)a(xi), i =- 0,..., d -- 1, where k(i) denotes the sum of the multi- 
plicities m s of the interpolating points y~ which lie between xi and Xi+l , then 
min [f(xi) --  r*(xi)[ <~ inf{I]f - -  r [j : r ~ R(f)}. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.7, 0 ~ H{a(xi):~: i=  0 ..... d}, where ~ = (ga(x),...,ga(x)). 
Suppose the conclusion is false. Then there exists r 0 = Po/qo ~ R( f )  such that 
I l l -  ro H < min [f(xi) -- r*(xi) ]. Thus, a(xi)[f(xi) --  ro(xi) ] < ~(x,)[f(x~) -- r*(x~)], 
or o(xi)[ro(Xi) --  r*(xi)] > O, i ---- 0 ..... d. Since qo > 0 on [a, b], 
o(xi)[po(xi) --  r*(xi) q0(x,)] > O, i = 0,..., d. 
Let h = Po -- qo r*. h ~ S(r*) since ro , r* E R( f ) ,  and o(xi) h(xi) > O, i = 0 ..... d 
implies that 0 6 H{o(xi) ~i : i ---- 0,..., d), a contradiction. 
3. UNIQUENESS 
We will begin this section with the following definition. S(r), r ~ R, is called an 
interpolating Haar subspace if every nonzero element of S(r) has at most d -  1 
zeros distinct from the interpolating points Yl ,..., Yk 9 Here d = dim S(r). Note that 
if P + rQ is an extended Haar subspaee of order v, then S(r) is an interpolating Haar 
subspace. 
It has been shown by Gilormini [10] that S(r) being an interpolating Haar subspaee 
for all r ~ R is a necessary and sufficient condition that each f in C[a, b] have at most 
one best approximation from R(f ) ,  generalizing a result due to Loeb [13] and also to 
Brosowski [1]. Here max m i = 1. However, examples are known which show that 
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for functions in CS[a, b], s ~> 1, the interpolating Haar condition is not necessary for 
uniqueness. We can show, nevertheless, that the interpolating Haar condition is 
sufficient for uniqueness. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let r E R(f) ,  r @ f, f 6 C"(X), and suppose that S(r) is an inter- 
polating Haar subspace. Then 0 ~ H{o(x) ~ : x 6 X(r)} iff h(x) or(x) ~ 0 for all x ~ X(r) 
and h ~ S(r) imply that h ~: O, where ~(x) =- sgn(f(x) - -  r(x)), {gl ,..., ga} is a basis for 
S(r), and ~ ---- (gl(x) ..... ga(x)). 
Proof. For the necessity, let h ~ S(r), h :/: O, and z 1 ..... zt be the zeros of h which 
are in X(r). zi :/: Ys for any i, j s incef @ r, and t ~ d -- 1 since S(r) is an interpolating 
Haar subspace. Chooseg e S(r ) such that g(zi) = a(zi), i = 1,..., t. Since a(x) h(x) >~ 0 
for all x ~ X(r), it is a straightforward continuity and compactness argument to show 
that there exists A :> 0 such that a(x)[h(x)+ hg(x)] > 0 for all x E X(r). But 
h + Ag~ S(r) which implies 0 e H{a(x) s : x ~ X(r)}. 
The sufficiency follows immediately from the standard relationship between 
inequalities and zero in the hull [4]. 
THEOREM 3.2. I f  S(r) is an interpolating Haar subspace and r is a best approximation 
to f ~ C*(X) from R(f) ,  then r is unique. 
Proof. Suppose I l l - -  r II = I I / - -  r* tl, r* = p*/q*. Then if ~(x) = sgn(f(x) - r(x)), 
cr(x)[f(x)-  r(x)] ~> cr(x)[f(x)-  r*(x)], for all x ~ X(r). So, a(x)[r*(x)-  r(x)] >~ 0 
for all x~X(r ) ,  or a(x)[p*(x)--r(x)q*(x)] ~ O, since q*> 0 on [a,b]. But 
p* -- q*r ~ S(r). Therefore, by the previous lemma, p* -- rq* =- O. 
For the remainder of this section, we specialize to the case f~  C~(X) where 
X = [a, b]. In order to give necessary and sufficient conditions that each f~  CS[a, b] 
have at most one best approximation from R(f),  we will need the concept of a signature 
[1]. Let B denote a closed subset of [a, b] ~ {Yt ..... Yk} and a a real-valued function 
defined on B such that I a(x)] ~ I. A signature X is defined to be a nonempty set of 
ordered pairs (x, o(x)) where {x : (x, a(x)) ~ X} = B. Each x ~ B is called a base point 
of the signature 27. For r~R( f ) ,  f~CS[a, b], and r 5~=f, we define the signature 
Z(r : f )  to be Z(r : f )  = {(x, a(x)) : a(x)[f(x) -- r(x)] = I I f  - r II}. A signature 27 is 
called extremal for r 0 e R if min{o(x)[r(x) -- r0(x)] : (x, a(x)) e 2J} ~< 0 for all r E R 
such that r(J)(y 0 = roCJ)(y~), j = 0,..., mi - -  1, i = 1 .... , h, i.e., for all r e R(ro). 
The next two results relate the concept of an extremal signature to already familiar 
concepts. 
L~.MMA 3.3. A signature X is extremal for r o ~ R iff 0 ~ H{cr(x) ~ : (x, (r(x)) e X}, 
where {gl .... , ga} is a basis for S(ro) and s -- (gl(x) ..... ga(x)). 
Proof. For the sufficiency, suppose 27 is not extremal for r 0 e R. Then there exists 
an r = p/q ~ R(ro) such that min{e(x)[r(x) -- ro(x)] } > 0, or since q > 0 on [a, b], 
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min{a(x)[p(x) -- q(x) r0(x)] } > 0. Let h = p -- roq. h 9 S(ro) as both r and r o belong 
to R(ro). Thus, a(x) h(x) > 0 for all (x, a(x)) 9 Z, i.e., 0 E H{a(x) k:  (x, a(x)) 9 Z). 
For the necessity, suppose 0 CH{a(x)k : (x ,  a(x)) 9  Then there exists an 
h 9 S(ro) such that a(x)h(x)> 0 for all (x, a(x)) 9 X. Write h =- -p  + roq. Let 
ra =(Po+~tP)/(qo+~tq), where A <0 is such that qo+Aq >0.  Then 
r a - - r  o = --h/(qo + )tq) implies that r a e R(ro) and a(x)(ra(x ) - - ro(x) )> 0 for all 
(x, a(x)) 9 Z, i.e., 27 is not extremal for r o . 
THEOREM 3.4. r o 9 R( f )  is a best approximation tof  9  Cs[a, b] iff X(r o : f )  is extremal 
fo r  r 0 . 
Now let x 6 [a, b] and f  9  Cl[a, b]. We call x a special zero o f f  i f f (x)  ---- 0, x is 
distinct from the interpolating points Yl ,..., Y~, and if x =- a or x = b or f ' (x) = O. 
We can now give necessary and sufficient conditions that eachf  in CS[a, b] have at 
most one best approximation from R(f) ,  extending the result of Brosowski, Ref. [3], 
who proved the theorem in the case of approximating by functions in R, i.e., without 
interpolation. 
THEOREM 3.5. Every f ~ Cs[a, b] has at most one best approximation from R(f )  
iff for each r ~ R there is no nonzero h ~ S(r ) which has the entire collection of base points 
of an extremal signature for r as special zeros. (For the necessity, we must further assume 
that every nonzero h ~ S(r) has only finitely many zeros.) 
Proof. We shall omit many details of the proof since they follow closely those 
in Ref. [3]. For the sufficiency, suppose there exists an f~  Ca[a, b] with two best 
approximations, r -- p/q and r o =- Po/qo , from R(f).  Let 
r = (Ap + (1 --  A)po)/(A q + (1 -- A) qo),  AE(O, 1). 
It is easy to show that r a is also a best approximation to f from R(f )  and 
X(ra : f )=  s  27(ro : f) ,  and since r a is a best approximation, Z(ra: f )  is 
extremal for r a. Now let h=- -p+raq ,  h~S(r) ,  as r, ra~R(f) ,  and h~0 as 
A~(0,1) andr~r  0. Since - - r+ra  =( f - - r ) - - ( f - - ra ) ,  - - r+r  a has the base 
points of s : f )  as special zeros. So h(x)=- -p (x )  + ra(x)q(x)= 0, for all 
(x, or(x)) ~ s a : f ) ,  as q(x) > 0 on [a, b]. Moreover, if x is a base point of X(ra : f ) ,  
then --r'(x) + ra'(x ) = h'(x)/q(x). Therefore, h has the base points of s : f )  as 
special zeros. 
For the necessity, suppose there exists an r 0 ~ R and an h ~ S(ro), h ~ O, such that 
all of the base points of some extremal signature, X, for r 0 are special zeros of h. 
Since we are assuming h has only finitely many zeros, we may assume that 
X = {(xl, a(xa)),... , (x , ,  a(x,))}, with x x < -'- < x , .  Write h = --p + roq and 
set ra ---- (Po + AP)/(qo + ;tq). Let ~b a = r o -- ra. ~ba = Ah/(qo +)tq). There exists a 
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A a > 0 such that Sa < 1 and q0 + Aq > 0 for A e [0, Aa]. For A 6 (0, A1], q~a has the 
following easily proved properties: 
(1) sgn ~b a = sgn h; 
(2) Each special zero of h is a special zero of Sa ; 
(3) I fO  ~<fi ~< c~ ~ Aa, then [r ~< [r 
(4) There  exists D > 0 such that I q~(x)[ ~< AD. 
Now there exist closed intervals J~ -~ [ei, d~] such that xi e J~ and no other zero of 
Ca is in J i ,  J i n j~ is void for i =/= j, and such that q =/~ a if x I =/= a and d,  =/= b if 
x ,~=b.  
Let A = u ] i .  
Case I .  s = 1. Define a function e on the set A by e(x) =- ~(x~)[1 - -  ~l(x)]  for 
x E [ci, di], i = 1,..., n. e E CI(A) and since e(x) = 1 only when x = x i ,  we see that 
m = max{max[] e(ci)], ]e(di)]] : i  =-1, . . . ,n} < 1. Therefore we may assume that 
e ~ Ca[a, b], e( J ) (y i )  = O, j = 0,..., m i - -  1, i = 1,..., k, and that 1 e(x)] < 1 - -  E 
for x ~ [a, b] ~-~ A, where E > 0 satisfies e < min{1 - -  M, Aa}. Now, define a funct ionf  
by f (x )  = e(x) 4-to(X) for x ~ [a, b]. Then  f e Ca[a, b] and r o ~ R( f )  since r(oJ)(yi)= 
f(~)(y~), j = 0,..., m~ - -  1, i = 1,..., k. Moreover,  r 0 is a best approximation to f since 
2J(r 0 : f )=  27 by construction and 27 is extremal for r 0. I f  A > 0 satisfies 
A ~< min{E, e/D}, then we claim that ra is also a best approximation to f f rom R( f ) .  
Since r o~R( f ) ,  r 0 - -  r a ---- ~a, and ~a(~)(y;) = 0, j = 0,..., m~ - -  1, i = 1 ..... k we 
see that r a ~ R( f ) .  
Finally, straightforward computations show that I f (x ) -  r(x)] ~< 1, for all x in 
[a, b]. We omit the details. This  completes the proof of Case I. 
Case H.  s ) 2. Choose WE C~[a, b] with the following properties: 
(1) 7S(xi) = (~(xi),i = 1 .... ,n;  
(2) [ 7S(x)l < 1, for x =/= xi , i = 1 .... , n; 
(3) ~Er( J ) (y i )  = O, j  = 0,..., m i - -  1, i = 1,..., k; 
(4) ~P'(xi) ~;~ O, if xi = a or b; 
(5) 7t"(xi) =;& O, if x i ~ (a, b); 
(6) 7S'(x) =/= 0, for x ~ [Cl, da] if c a = a, 
kg'(x) :/= 0, for x E E[c,~, d,] if d,  = b, 
7t"(x) ~- O, for x e [ci, di] if c i ,  di E (a, b); 
(7) max{] hV'(x)[ : x E [q ,  aa]) ~< 1/(d a - -  el) , if e 1 = a, 
max{] W"(x)l : x e [e~ , Cln]} <<. 1/(d~ - -  cn), if d~ = b, 
max{[ W"(x)r : x ~ [ci , di]} <~ 2/(di - -  ci) 2, if ci , di E (a, b). 
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Now define a function g by g = 7 s + r o . g ~ C"[a, b] and g(J~(y~) = r~oJ)(ys), 
j = 0,..., ms -- 1, i = 1 .... , k, i.e., r o ~ R(g). Moreover, r0 is a best approximation to g 
since by construction Z(g : r0) = 2; and 2; is extremal for r 0 . Since r(J~(ys) = r~oJ)(yi), 
j ~- 0,..., ms -- 1, i = 1,..., k, r ~ R(g). We claim now that for suitably restricted )t, 
r a is also a best approximation to g. The proof uses the restrictions on the first and 
second derivatives of 7 t to describe the desired turning of the error curve g -- r. 
This technique was not available in Case I since there we were only in Cl[a, b] and 
could not appeal to use of the second derivative. We again omit the details of the proof. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
4. CONTINUITY OF THE BEST APPROXIMATION OPERATOR 
For the remainder of the paper we will take f~  Cs(X) where X = [a, b]. The 
following theorem is the generalization of the Strong Uniqueness Theorem which 
is due to Cheney in the case of generalized rational approximation, Ref. [5], and which 
was extended by Gilormini to the case of ordinary interpolation [9]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f E C~[a, b]. Suppose r* is a best approximation to f from R( f ) ,  
and P + r*Q is an extended Haar subspace of order v = max m~ + 1 and of dimension 
d imP + d imQ-  1. Then there exists 8 > 0 so that for each r6  R(f ) ,  I l f - rH  
3ll r* - rl] + I l f -  r* IF. 
Proof. The proof of the theorem follows that of the generalized rational approxi- 
mation case and, in addition, uses the fact that if {Pn} and {q~} are two sequences from 
P and Q, respectively, such that Pn ~ P, qn ~ q, and Pn -- r*q~ ~ S(r*) for all n, 
thenp --  r*q ~ S(r*) since S(r*) is a finite-dimensional subspace. We omit the details. 
Having established the generalization of the Strong Uniqueness Theorem, we can 
now generalize the result on the Lipschitz continuity of the best approximation operator 
to the case of osculatory interpolation. In the case of ordinary rational functions, the 
result is due to Maehly and Witzgall [16], and was proved in the case of generalized 
rational approximation by Cheney [5]. Gilormini established the result in the case of 
ordinary interpolation in Ref. [10]. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose r o is a best approximation to fo ~ C*[ a, b] from R(fo), 
dim(P + roQ ) = dim P + dim Q - 1, and P + roQ is an extended Haar subspace 
of order v = max m i + 1. Let T f  denote the set of best approximations tof ~ CS[a, b] from 
R( f )  and set G = { f  ~ C'[a, b] : f(~)(Yi) = f~oJ)(Yi),J = 0,..., mi -- 1, i = 1,..., k}. 
Then there exists a neighborhood of fo,  say N, such that Tf  is nonempty for all f ~ N c~ G. 
Furthermore, T is continuous in the sense that there exists [3 > 0 such that if  f ~ N n G 
andre  Tf, then [1 r --  rol I ~ [3 I ] f - - fo  tl. 
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Proof. Suppose f~G and r o =Po/qo. Consider those r~R( f )  such that 
I] r - - f [ I  ~< [] ro -- f[] .  By Theorem 4.1, there exists 3 > 0 such that 3 [] r - -  r 0 [I 
lifo - r ]l - lifo - r0 IE. It follows then that I[ r - -  r o II ~ /3  ]If --fo]l, where/3 : 2/3. 
We may assume that II P0 l[ + II q0 t[ : 1. Let ~1 : 1/2 inf{q0(x ) : x ~ [a, b]}. Then 
c a > 0. We may choose r > 0 so that the conditions r : p/q ~ R(f), IF P II + II q II : 1, 
I I r - r  o[1 ~2 imply that ] lq - -qo l l  ~e l .  
Now suppose I I f - fo  ]l ~ 1/23E2 9 All r in R( f )  such that Ii r - f [ ]  ~ II ro - f l ]  
have the property that ]l r -  r o iI ~ E2 by previous calculations, and if r : p/q, 
lip II + Ii q II = 1, then ]] qo --  q I] ~ r Thus, since qo(X) ~ 2Ea, we have q(x) ~ q .  
Now, the set L : {r ~ R( f )  : II r --  r 0 I[ ~ ~2} is compact, for let {r,} be a sequence 
inL, r ,  : p, /q , .  We may assume that I[P, I] + ]l qn [I = 1 and that p ,  --~ q*, q, ~ q*. 
But since q,(x) ~ ~1 for all n, q*(x) ~ E 1 . Thus r* : p*/q* ~ R. Furthermore, since 
r~r =f{J)(y~) for all n, r*lJ)(yi) = flJ)(yi), j = 0,..., m i - -1 ,  i : 1,..., k, or 
r* ~ R(f ) .  Finally, ]1 r* - -  r o[I ~ E2, since II r* --  r 0 I[ ~< [] r* - -  r ,  ]l + II r ,  - r 0 It ~< 
I[ r* - r ,  [[ + ~2, for all n. Thus L must contain a best approximation to f, i.e., Tf 
is nonempty for all f ~ G such that I! f --  r0 I I ~ 1/2 $r Also, i f f  s N ~ G and r ~ TF, 
then iI r - - f l ]  ~ ]l ro - - f [ ]  since r o ~ R(f ) ,  and so II r - r 0 I[ ~ /3  ]If - f0  []. 
I f  we do not assume that dim(P + rQ) = dim P + dim Q - 1, then in general 
only convergence in measure can be expected. This was demonstrated in the case of 
ordinary rational functions by Werner [19], and in the case of generalized reational 
approximation by Cheney and Loeb [6]. The results below generalize the results 
of Loeb and Moursund [14], which were done in the case of ordinary interpolation, 
to the setting of osculatory interpolation. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let r* be a best approximation to f e C*[a, b] from R( f )  and 
assume that S(r*) is an interpolating Haar subspace. Define M to be the set 
{(p, q) 6P  • Q: -p  + r*q ~---0}. Let {rn} and {fn} be two sequences with the 
properties 
(a) r,  ~ R( f  n), r,  =p , /q , ,  IEP, ll +l lq~lt = 1; 
(b) f~---~fandf~)(y~)---~f{J)(Yi),J = 0..... m i --  1, i = 1,..., k; 
(c) []f~ -+ r,  II -~ 1I f - -  r* If. 
Then dist((p, ,  q,), M) ~ O. 
Proof. I f  r* =f ,  the result is clear. Suppose r* =~f  and that the result is false. 
Then there exists E > 0 such that dist((p~, q~), M)  > E, by going to subsequences 
if necessary, and by going to further subsequences if necessary we have 
p.  -~  p, q.  -~  q, IIP [I + [I q II = 1 and dist((p, q), M) ~ ,. At each interpolating point 
Yi , - -P~(Yi)  + (f,q,)~J~(Yi) = 0, since r ,  s R(f,) .  So --p~J~(y,) + (fq)~J)(Y3 : O, 
since p~J) --+p~J) and q~) ~ q~) as P and Q are finite-dimensional subspaces. But 
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r* e R( f ) .  So _p(~l(y~) § (r*q)(~(yi) = O, i.e., - -p § r*q e S(r*). Let a = sgn( f - - r * ) .  
I f  x e X(r*), then 
e(x)[r,(x) - -  r*(x)] = a(x)[rn(x ) - - f , (x ) ]  + ~r(x)[f,(x) - - f (x ) ]  + a(x)[ f (x)  --  r*(x)] 
= --a(x)[f~(x) -- r,(x)] + a(x)[f~(x) - - f (x ) ]  § ]If - -  r* II 
>~ - I l l .  - r ,  II + e(x)[f,(x) - f (x ) ]  § I l f -  r* II. 
So, 
,~(x)[p~(x) - r*(x) q,(x)] >~ q,(x) ~r(x)[f~(x) - f(x)] § q,(x)( l l f  - r* II - I I f~  - r ,  II). 
Thus, a(x)[p(x) - -  r*(x) q(x)] >/- 0, for all x s X(r*).  Hence p --  r*q =~ 0 by 
Lemma 3.1, which contradicts the fact that dist((p, q), M)  ~> e. 
THEOREM 4.4. I f  r* E R( f ) , f  E Cs[a, b], and P + r*Q is an extended Haar subspace 
of order v, v = max mi + 1, then there exists ~ > 0 such that l l f - -g  II < ~' and 
I f{~)(yi) - -  g(Jl(yi)l < y, j = 0,..., mi -- 1, i = 1,..., k, imply that R(g) is nonempty. 
ruthermore, i f f~---~f,  f~(Yi)---~f(~)(Yi) ,  ] I f - - f ,  [] < )', and ]f~)(Yi) - - f~i)(Yi ) [  < ~, 
andr(~)t~,~---~r*(J)t,,~ i O,... ,m i 1, then there exist r ,  ~ R(fn) such that r n --~ r*, n ~.,ij ~.'o, s = --  
i= l , . . . , k .  
Proof. Suppose {p~ ..... p~} is a basis for P, {ql ,..., q~} is a basis for Q, {Px ,.-., p~, 
r 'q1,. . . ,  r*qo} is a basis for P + r 'Q ,  and r* =p* /q* ,  where p*= ~. i~la ip i ,  
:r /~ 
q = ~.i=1 b~q~. Consider the system of equations Uc = d, where 
PI(Yl) "'" P~(Yl) --  (fql)(Yx) . . . .  (fq~)(Yx) - 
9 . 
p [ml -1 ) (y l )  . . .  p~mr l ) (ya)  - -  ( fq l ) (ml -1 ) (y l )  . . . .  ( fq j3 ) (m~- - l ) (y l )  
Pl(Yk) "'" P~(Yk) -- (fqli(Y~.) . . . .  (fq/3)(Yk) 
t-P[~k-a)(Yk) "'" P~m*-~)(Yl) --  (fql)('~-~)(Yk) . . . .  (fq~)("k-~)(Yk) 
U = 
8 6 
c r= (q,...,c~+/3),d r= (~ b~(fqi)(y~),..., ~ b,(fq~)("~-l)(yi),..., 
/=/3+1 /=B+I  
6 
b~(fqi)(yk),..., ~ b~(fq~)(mk-1)(yk)). 
/3+1 /3+1 
Since P + r*Q is an extended Haar subspace of order v = max m i + 1, it follows 
that U is nonsingular. Moreover, the system Uc = d has the solution 
c r = (a 1 .... , as,  b I ,..., b/3) and P*(J)(Yi) - -  (fq*)(~)(Yi) = O, j = 0,..., m i --  1, 
i = 1,..., k. Thus,  there exists a ~, > 0 such that i fNf  - -g  II < ~' and 
[f(Jl(Yi) - -  g(J~(Yi)[ < ~, j = 0,..., mi - -  1, i = 1 ..... k, 
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then the coefficient matrix remains nonsingular for all such g and the system of 
equations has a solution (q ,..., .cg+o) such that P( J ) (Y i ) - - (gq) (~) (Y i )= O, 
t~ 8 
j = 0,..., mi - -  1, i = 1,..., h, p = Y'.i=l c iPi ,  q = ~i=1 c~+iqi § ~i=~+1 biqi, and 
r = p/q ~ R(g), where r is close to r* and r~)(yi)  are close to r*r j = 0,..., mi - -  1, 
i= I  ..... k. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose P § r*Q is an extended Haar subspaee of order 
v = maxmi § 1,andr*~R( f ) , feCs[a ,b ] . I f{ fn}CCS[a ,b ] , fn  ~ f ,  fn(J) (Yi)-+ f (j) (Yi), 
I l f - fn{ I  < ~', and If~J~(y~)--f(J)(Yi)l < ~', J = O, . . . ,m i -  1, i=  1 ..... k, where 
~, is that given in Theorem 4.4, then there exist r ,  ~ R( f , )  such that I I f .  - r ,  I I -~ II f -  r* II. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose each nonzero q in Q has dense support. Then under the 
same hypotheses as Corollary 4.5, dist(R(fn), f , )  --~ dist(R(f), f ) .  
Proof. Let r* E R( f ) , fn - -~f  and f~)(Yi)--+f(~)(Yi), J  = 0,..., mi - -  1, i = 1,..., k. 
Then there exist rn ~ R(fn)  such that r ,  -+ r* and Ilfn - -  r,~ tl --~ I l f  - -  r* II- Since 
dist(R(f~),f~) <~ II r ,  - - f ,  II, we have ~ dist(R(fn), f~ ) <~ Hf - r* [[ and so 
F-~ dist (R( fn) , f , )  <~ d is t (R( f ) , f ) .  Now suppose that lim dist(R(fn), fn) = 
C < I [ f - -  r*l], r* =p* /q*  ER( f ) .  Then, there exist r~ eR( fn )  such that 
[ ] f~- - rn l [ - - . c ,  and so I l f - rn l [ - - . c .  Let rn =Pn/qn ,  IlPnll +[]qnI[ = 1. Then 
we may assume Pn ~ P and qn --~ q. Let h = - -p § qr*. Then 
--P~)(Y~) § (q,f,)(~)(Yi) = O, j = 0,..., m, --  1, i = 1,..., k, 
as r ,  ~ R(f~),  and so going to the limit we have - -P(~)(Y i )§  (qf) (~)(Y i )= O, 
j = 0,..., mi - -  1, i = 1,..., k. Thus, h ~ S(r*). But since t[f --  r ,  H--~ c < [If - -  r* [[, 
for large n, e(x) ( f  --  r*)(x) >~ e(x ) ( f  - -  r,)(x), where o(x) = sgn(f  --  r*)(x), and 
x ~ X(r*).  So, for large n, e(x) qn(x)[f(x) - -  r*(x)] /> o(x)[f(x)  qn(x) - -  p(x)] implies 
that or(x) q(x)[f  (x) - - r*(x)]  ~> cr(x)[f (x) q(x) - -p(x)] .  Therefore e(x)[p(x) - -  
q(x) r*(x)] ~> 0, i.e., or(x) h(x) >~ 0 for all x ~ X(r*)  and h ~ S(r*). Thus h = 0 by 
Lemma 3.1. Now choose x such that I f (x ) - - r * (x ) [  > c and q(x)@0.  Then 
( f  - -  p/q)(x) :/= ( f  --  r*)(x), or p(x) - -  q(x) r*(x) =/= 0, a contradiction. 
We note here that the corollary to Theorem 9 in Loeb and Moursund, Ref. [14], 
is incorrect as stated and the hypothesis that each nonzero q in Q has dense support 
should be added. 
THEOaEM 4.7. Suppose that for each nonzero q ~ Q the set of zeros of q is of measure 
zero. Then under the same hypotheses as Theorem 4.3, rn --+ r* in measure. 
Proof. Suppose the conclusion is false. Then there exist r > 0, 3 > 0 such that 
if A n = {x ~ [a, b] : [ r*(x) - -  r,(x)[ ~ ~},/zA, ~ ~ for all n, where/xA, denotes the 
measure of An.  We may assume p ,~-+p and qn--+ q. Then liP II § [I q ll = 1 and 
(p, q) e M by Theorem 4.3. So, - -p § r*q =~ O. Now II P l[ § [I q II = 1 implies that 
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q ~ 0. Let X o = {x : q(x) :/= 0}. By hypothesis, tzXo = b --  a. Choose a closed set 
X 1 C X o such that/z(~X1) < & Then, r~ --~ r* uniformly on X 1 and so for large n, 
A,~ n X 1 = r since I r,~(x) - -  r*(x)t < E for large n.Therefore, A~ C X 1 which implies 
that tzA~ < 8 for large n, a contradiction. 
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